HOLIDAY 2020

Share the
Gift of Joy
Share the gift of joy this holiday season. Holiday gift giving
is the perfect opportunity to say thank you to employees,
clients and partners to show appreciation for their support
all year long. It promotes goodwill, deepens business
relationships, expresses gratitude or simply says cheers.
Our holiday assortment will make a lasting impression with
thoughtfully designed, distinctive, trend-right products
and a cultivated selection of products by well-known
and trusted brands. We make it easy for you to help your
customers find that perfect gift for everyone on their list.
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Right at Home
Celebrate the season with fine gifts that can be enjoyed at home.
From brightening surroundings to tempting foodies and enticing wine and
whiskey connoisseurs, these gifts will surely delight.

NEW

Modern Sprout Indoor Herb Garden Kit
Cultivate herbs without a green-thumb! These vintage-inspired mason jars are self-watering and hassle-free—just add water, set near a sunny window and
watch your garden grow. Each kit comes with certified organic seeds and a charming reusable jar. Glass; 6H 3.5W (quart jar)
100712-309 Emerald (Cilantro Seeds) • 100712-313 Teal (Basil Seeds) • 100712-457 Ice Blue (Mint Seeds)
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Holiday Gifts // Right at Home
2020 TREND

In.Habitate
PIONEERING NEW WAYS IN WHICH
WE WORK, LIVE AND PLAY
Flexibility and personalization
of environments promote
the spirit of collaboration
and community.

NEW

Modern Sprout Glow & Grow
Live Well Gift Set
Burn, plant and grow! This ceramic candle vessel transforms
into a planter after the flame has burned down and includes
a complete kit to grow aloe, basil or daisies. The soy-blend
candle is lightly scented and has a 78 hour burn time. You’ll
hate to see it go but delight in the beautiful transformation!
Reactive Glaze Ceramic; 6L 8.5H 6W
100713-291 Amber (Aloe)
100713-335 Blue Green (Basil)
100713-609 Burgundy (Daisy)

NEW

Modern Sprout
One For One
Tree Kits
Calm your soul and give back to the world by planting a
gorgeous spruce or sycamore tree! For every kit purchased,
a donation is made to the American Forests Organization to
plant a tree. These tree kits come in a 100% biodegradable
cow manure pot to help heal nutrient-depleted soil. Each kit
uses non-GMO seeds and comes complete with growing
instructions. 100% Biodegradable Cow Manure Pot; 4.5H 4W;
Made in the USA; Sold in US only
100714-328 Spruce
100714-329 Sycamore
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NEW

Bodacious BBQ Gift Set
Be the master of the grill and commander of any BBQ! This tote
comes packed with flavor and fun with a Grill Master Apron and
five gourmet seasoning rubs. The apron makes any griller an
instant pro and comes complete with a detachable bottle opener,
padded oven mitt, towel and multiple pockets for storage. There’s
even an insulated pocket to hold your drink while you serve up the
perfect BBQ. Cotton & 600D Polyester; 11L 15H 5W
Black Tote:
100578-001 with Black Apron
100578-345 with Camo Apron
100578-477 with Royal Apron
100578-649 with Red Apron

Natural Tote:
100578-016 with Black Apron
100578-340 with Camo Apron
100578-476 with Royal Apron
100578-648 with Red Apron

NEW

What's Pop'N Gourmet
Popcorn Gift Set
Make movie night special again with this gourmet
popcorn gift set. Foodies and movie fans will both
appreciate the delightfully tasty and crunchy treat,
made from White Gold popcorn kernels. Comes
complete with two all-time favorite seasonings—cheddar
and kettle corn. Food Safe Silicone & Plastic; 7.5L 2H 7.5W
100667-001 Black

Gourmet Delights Basket
with Serenity Throw
Make a lasting impression with this memorable gift that includes a plush
and cozy throw and an assortment of gourmet favorites. This reusable
lined basket includes sweet & tangy honey mustard dip, pretzel twists,
oatcakes, focaccia crackers, sea salt caramels, caramel popcorn,
smoked almonds, berry nut mix, chocolate chip cookies, almond
cookies, chocolate hazelnut filled cookies, cheddar cheese
straws, cinnamon apple chips, caramel dessert sauce and
honey mustard sourdough nuggets. Keepsake Basket;
15L 8H 12W; Net Food Weight 3.16 lb
88078 Natural with Grey Throw
Also available without the blanket : 88077 Natural
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NEW

Taco Night Gift Set
Taco Tuesday just took the week by storm! This gift tote is packed
with everything you need to make taco night a foodie favorite,
with authentic Tomatillo Garlic Simmer Sauce, Smoky Mesa
Rosa Chipotle Seasoning and Sweet and Savory Tacos El Pastor
Pineapple and Herb Seasoning Mix. Serve them up in style with an
appetizer set complete with slate tray and three porcelain dishes
sized just right for toppings. Cotton & Slate/Porcelain; 11L 15H 5W
100579-101 Natural
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Estate Automatic Wine Opener
This stylish automatic wine opener offers effortless
entertainment at the touch of a button. Ergonomic design
features a soft finish that fits in the palm of your hand for a firm
grip. One touch cork removal allows you to open any bottle
with ease, so you can spend less time fumbling and more time
with your guests. ABS Plastic; 1.875L 8.185H 1.875W
100278-001 Black

Moleskine Passion
Journal - Wine
The Wine Journal is designed to uniquely record all the
vintages you have had the pleasure of sampling. Six sections
allow you to focus your attention on Sparkling, White,
Rosé, Red, Fortified/Sweet Wine and Spirits. Record grape
variety, appearance, taste and much more. Journal comes
packaged in a Moleskine Gift Box. Acid-Free Paper;
5.5L 8.5H 1.1W
100223-607 Bordeaux Red

NEW

Aviana™ Wisteria
Double Wall
Stainless Wine
Bottle - 25 oz.
Keep your favorite wine at just the
right temperature in this stylish and
smart wine bottle. With a sleek silhouette,
stainless design and leak resistant lid, it’s
a sophisticated solution for any
wine lover on the go! Stainless
Steel; 4.25L 11H 4.25W
100555-006 Matte Black
100555-105 White Opaque Gloss
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MiiR® Wine Bottle & Tumbler Gift Set
The perfect pair. This gift set includes one 25 oz. MiiR Vacuum Insulated Wine
Bottle, which holds a full bottle of wine and two 10 oz. MiiR Vacuum Insulated Wine
Tumblers, designed to prevent spilling. 18/8 Stainless Steel; 13L 9H 3.75W
100367-009 Black Powder • 100367-104 White Powder

Also Sold Separately:
100337 MiiR® Vacuum Insulated Wine Bottle - 25 oz.
100336 MiiR® Vacuum Insulated Wine Tumbler - 10 oz.

Every MiiR® product sold helps fund trackable giving projects to support clean
water, a healthy environment and strong communities. To date, MiiR has granted over
$1,400,000. Consumers can experience the story behind their purchase by registering the
Give Code™ found on the base of each MiiR product. Simply Flip, Register, Follow.
For more information visit www.miir.com.

Holiday Gifts // Right at Home

Corkcicle® Stemless
Wine Cup Gift Set
Share the celebration with this gift set that includes two
12 oz. Corkcicle Stemless Wine Cups available in four
sophisticated colors. Corkcicle delivers on its promise of
keeping your favorite beverages at just the right temperature.
Cheers! Stainless Steel; 8.5L 7H 3.5W
100523-006 Matte Black • 100523-047 Brushed Steel
100523-100 Gloss White • 100523-240 Walnut

Also Sold Separately:
100485 Corkcicle® Stemless Wine Cup - 12 oz.

Every Corkcicle® purchase helps bring clean water to people in need through Corkcicle’s partnership with charity : water.
By giving people access to clean water, they are restoring health, providing new opportunities and creating real change in developing countries.
For more information, visit corkcicle.com/pages/charity-water

NEW

NEW

Corkcicle® Cigar Glass

Corkcicle® Whiskey Wedge

Cigar aficionados will appreciate the smooth design
of this clever rocks glass. Crafted with a built-in cigar rest,
you can finally smoke and sip without fumbles or falls!
Glass; 3L 3.75H 3W

Make every sip of whiskey a work of art! Ice is frozen
into a cool wedge shape on just one side of the glass for
a slow melt, so you can experience full flavor without diluting
a single sip. Includes one double old-fashioned whiskey glass
and one silicone ice form. Glass & Silicone; 3L 3.75H 3W

100543-000 Clear
100544-000 Clear
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NEW

Aviana Elm Double Wall
Stainless Lowball
Tumbler - 10 oz.
™

Cocktail hour just got a little cooler with this lightweight
stainless steel tumbler designed to keep drinks at the perfect
temperature wherever you go. With a nonslip grip in three
modern colors, it’s the sweatproof, foolproof way
to enjoy your favorite beverage! Stainless Steel &
Eastman Tritan™ Copolyester; 3.5L 4H 3.5W
100554-006 Matte Black • 100554-105 White Opaque Gloss
100554-415 Matte Navy

W&P Peak Single Sphere Ice Mold
& Soirée Old Fashioned Gift Set
Serve up a little sophistication with this modern take on
an old fashioned classic. This gift set comes complete with a
W&P Peak Single Sphere Ice Mold and a 12 oz. Soirée Tritan
Old Fashioned Tumbler, sure to please even the most
discriminating of cocktail connoisseurs.
Silicone & Eastman Tritan™ Copolyester; 8.5L 7H 3.5W
100530-088 Charcoal

Also Sold Separately:
100516 W&P Peak Single Sphere Ice Mold
60240 Soirée Tritan Old Fashioned Tumbler - 12 oz.
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W&P Bartender’s Knife
The cocktail connoisseur will appreciate the craftsmanship
of this hardwood polished brass and steel knife. Peel, slice
and pick your ingredients with a multi-purpose blade that
comes with a natural sharpening stone to keep your
cuts precise, every time. Polished Hardwood & Brass,
Premium Steel Blade; 7.75L 1H .625W
100512-047 Stainless Steel

Holiday Gifts // Right at Home

Pebble Bluetooth ®
Outdoor Speaker
Take the party fireside with this water and dust resistant outdoor
speaker. Stream music from any Bluetooth® enabled device and
answer a call mid playlist with the built-in microphone. Water and
Dust Resistance Rating: IP56; ABS Plastic & Silicone; 4L 2H 4W
100247-001 Black

Sunapee Bluetooth ®
Outdoor Speaker
Fireside or seaside, stream music from any device with this
water and dust resistant outdoor speaker. Integrated buttons
allow you to answer calls right through the speaker, adjust volume
and skip tracks. Water and Dust Resistance Rating: IP56.
ABS Plastic & Silicone Overmold; 7.5L 3.5H 2W
100240-001 Black
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Good Health Naturally
This holiday season, give gifts that are made from natural materials,
inspire healthy habits and are an all-round toast to well-being.

2020 TREND

Social Impact
BOLDLY CHAMPIONING
POSITIVE CHANGE FOR ALL
Choose products that make
a difference. Ones that are
eco-friendly, support giving
back and reduce
single use.

C

B

D
A

NEW
A

Midori Bamboo Box Cooler

We love the fresh look of this eco-friendly lunch cooler. Made with natural
and sustainable bamboo fiber fabric and recyclable raw metal hardware,
this compact cooler comes complete with a cotton webbing shoulder
strap. A dual-zippered opening makes it easy to pack and the insulated
main compartment is an ease to clean. Bamboo Twill; 8L 7H 6.75W

NEW
B

Midori Bamboo Backpack

This eco-friendly backpack is made with certified bamboo fiber fabric and
recyclable raw metal hardware, making it natural, sustainable and versatile.
It features adjustable, extra wide webbing shoulder straps and a top grab
handle for ease of carrying. Bamboo Twill; 10.5L 16.25H 4.5W
100317-101 Natural

100571-101 Natural
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NEW
C

Midori Bamboo Tote

Eco-friendly, reusable and ready to go where you go. This
stylish tote is made with natural and sustainable bamboo
fiber fabric and recyclable raw metal hardware, this tote has
26" shoulder straps for carrying comfort. The zippered main
compartment with interior drop pocket makes it perfect for
storing your everyday essentials. Bamboo Twill; 17L 13.75H 5W

Igloo® Rowan Lunch Cooler
Can’t make up your mind? Have it both ways with this clever,
dual-compartment lunch cooler. 7 can capacity, 600D
Polyester & 300D Heathered Polyester; 7L 10.25H 5W
100060-001 Black • 100060-411 New Navy
Igloo® is a registered trademark of Igloo Products Corp.

100303-101 Natural

NEW
D

Midori Bamboo Pouch

Zip up your essentials in this eco-friendly pouch. Made with
certified bamboo fabric, it’s a natural and sustainable way
to stay organized on the go. Bamboo Twill; 8L 4.25H 2W
100318-101 Natural

Moleskine
Passion Journal - Wellness
The Wellness Journal is designed to uniquely record your
fitness, nutrition and wellness journey, tracking all your
healthy lifestyle goals along the way. Four dedicated and
structured sections allow you to divide your progress
between Personal Goals, Fitness, Diet and Health & Body
Care. Journal comes packaged in a specially designed
Moleskine Gift Box. Acid-Free Paper; 5.5L 8.5H 1.1W
100225-333 Willow Green
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2020 TREND

Social Impact
BOLDLY CHAMPIONING
POSITIVE CHANGE
FOR ALL

NEW

NEW

Satsuma Bento Lunch Box

Nara Bento Lunch Box

Modern design meets ancient tradition with the Satsuma
Bento Box. The natural bamboo lid functions as a cutting board
and includes a leakproof sealing ring. An adjustable interior
divider inside makes it just the right addition to any meal. The
container is dishwasher, microwave and freezer safe to make
prep, cleaning and storage a breeze. Polypropylene (PP),
Bamboo & Silicone; 7.7L 4.7H 2.6W

A double dose of form and function come neatly
packaged in this sleek bento lunch box set. Two stackable
compartments for organizing meals and snacks and
a movable divider for changing up serving sizes.
Comes complete with a handy portable utensil set and
an elastic strap to keep the boxes secure on the move.
Polypropylene (PP), Bamboo & Silicone; 7.4L 4.1H 4.4W

100690-001 Black • 100690-100 White

100691-101 Natural

W&P Porter Bowl Ceramic Lunch Gift Set
A lovely way to elevate lunch and reduce your eco-impact.
This sophisticated set comes with a W&P Porter Ceramic Bowl
and W&P Porter Utensil Set which includes a sleek travel case.
Ceramic, Plastic, Silicone & Stainless Steel; 13L 9H 3.75W
100528-088 Charcoal

Also Sold Separately:
100508-088 W&P Porter Bowl-Ceramic
100509-088 W&P Porter Utensil Set

Each Porter Bowl purchase supports food education in public schools
through W&P’s partnership with Edible Schoolyard NYC with the
goal to fully cover the annual expenses of an Edible Schoolyard NYC
Network School. For more information, visit www.wandpdesign.com
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Take it Anywhere
2020 TREND

Social Impact
BOLDLY CHAMPIONING
POSITIVE CHANGE
FOR ALL

NEW

Bring Your Own: The Deluxe Set
This deluxe set is designed to carry everything you need for an
afternoon of food and drink! Featuring a food jar with a handy
built-in utensil, a large insulated water bottle for a generous
pour and a heat-sealed cooler with an antimicrobial lining.
HD 600D Polyester, Stainless Steel & Borosilicate Glass
7.5L 10.5H 5W
100673-972 Deep Fog & Matte Black

Also Sold Separately:
100432 Aviana™ Hawthorn Double Wall Stainless Food Jar - 17 oz.
60216 Purity Glass Bottle - 18.5 oz.
100417 Igloo® Avalanche Lunch Cooler

NEW

Bring Your Own: The Go Green Set
Put your best foot forward with this bring-your-own bento box
and cooler. The lunch box is made of BPA-free plastic materials
and includes a complete utensil set. Ships nestled in its own
smart looking cooler with interior mesh compartment and a plush
neoprene grab handle. Polypropylene (PP) & ABS Plastic, 210D
Polyester; 8.75L 7.5H 6W
100672-016 Natural & Black

Also Sold Separately:
100137 Osaka Bento Lunch Box
100363 Bento Cooler
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2020 TREND

Social Impact
BOLDLY CHAMPIONING
POSITIVE CHANGE
FOR ALL

Keep Hydrated

NEW

Aviana™ Palmer Double Wall
Stainless Bottle - 17 oz.
Double wall, vacuum insulated, this bottle is
performance ready so you can be too.
Base includes nonslip grip for added
stability. Stainless Steel; 2.5L 9.25H 2.5W
100428-006 Matte Black
100428-105 White Opaque Gloss
100428-415 Matte Navy

MiiR® Wide Mouth
Bottle & Straw Lid Set
Designed for the active adventurer, this insulated bottle is
the leakproof, foolproof way to keep beverages the perfect
temperature. Includes a handy straw lid for added convenience.
Straw Lid is not intended for hot or carbonated beverages.
18/8 Stainless Steel & Polypropylene; 13L 9H 3.75W
100573-009 Black Powder • 100573-104 White Powder

Also Sold Separately:
100545 MiiR® Straw Lid
100275 MiiR® Vacuum Insulated Wide Mouth Bottle - 20 Oz.

Every MiiR® product sold helps fund trackable giving projects to
support clean water, a healthy environment and strong communities.
To date, MiiR has granted over $1,400,000. Consumers can
experience the story behind their purchase by registering the
Give Code™ found on the base of each MiiR product.
Simply Flip, Register, Follow. For more information visit www.miir.com.
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2020 TREND

Social Impact
BOLDLY CHAMPIONING
POSITIVE CHANGE
FOR ALL

Corkcicle® Canteen - 16 oz.
The classic canteen that goes where glass can’t with
unmatched style. It looks good and works hard keeping
cold beverages ice cold for a full 25 hours and hot
for up to 12 hours. A stylish silhouette and a bottle
design that makes it the coolest canteen in town.
Stainless Steel; 2.5L 9.5H 2.5W
100483-006 Matte Black • 100483-047 Brushed Steel
100483-100 Gloss White • 100483-240 Walnut
100483-405 Gloss Navy

Tahiti Bamboo Glass
Bottle - 18 oz.
This glass and bamboo bottle is a clear delight. The glass
provides a purer drinking experience and its stylish
silicone sleeve protects your bottle and helps you keep your
grip. Borosilicate Glass & Bamboo; 3L 7.375H 3W
100486-001 Black • 100486-100 White

Every Corkcicle® purchase helps bring clean water to people in
need through Corkcicle’s partnership with charity : water. By giving
people access to clean water, they are restoring health, providing
new opportunities and creating real change in developing countries.
For more information, visit corkcicle.com/pages/charity-water
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NEW

Beekman 1802 Farm To Skin Ultimate Hand Care Gift Set
Treat your hands with love and care with Beekman Hand & Body Wash and Lotion. In farm-fresh botanical scents you’ll love, these products
are made with the simplest, cleanest and best ingredients you can find in nature. Your skin will thank you! Beautifully packaged in
a large cotton zippered pouch. 8 oz. Cotton; 10.75L 9H .5W; Sold in US only
100639-S05 Black & Vanilla Absolute • 100639-S06 Black & Honeyed Grapefruit • 100639-S07 Black & Honey Orange Blossom
100639-S20 Natural & Vanilla Absolute • 100639-S21 Natural & Honeyed Grapefruit • 100639-S22 Natural & Honey Orange Blossom

NEW

Beekman 1802 Carry Caddy
100769-076 Chrome Plated Metal • 100769-226 Bronze
Caddy Only, Soaps Sold Separately; Sold in US only
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NEW

NEW

Soapbox® Cleanse
& Revive Gift Set

Hands Free Soap and
Sanitizer Dispenser

Thoughtfully crafted bar soap and lotions designed to
sooth and pamper! All products are vegan, paraben and
cruelty free and made without any artificial colors. In three
delightfully fresh scents, this lovely gift comes packaged
in its own reusable mini tote. 9 oz. Coated Cotton
& 600D Polyester; 6.5L 7.25H 3W; Sold in US only

Stay safe and avoid cross contamination with this easy to
use, easy to love hands-free soap and sanitizer dispenser.
The attractive no-drip design is simple to refill and power off
when not in use, making it the perfect addition to any office,
bathroom or kitchen. ABS/PET Plastic; 1.88L 7.67H 2.71W
100688-100 White

100634-S01 Natural & Citrus and Peach Rose
100634-S02 Natural & Coconut Milk and Sandalwood
100634-S03 Natural & Sea Minerals and Blue Iris

For every product sold, Soapbox® gives back by donating
bar soaps and contributing to health and hygiene initiatives in
communities, both domestically and abroad. To date, Soapbox has
donated over 7 million bars of soap. Consumers can track their impact
with a Hope Code®, found on all Soapbox product packaging.
For more information visit www.soapboxsoaps.com.
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Executive Gifts
Give them something they will cherish this holiday season and
beyond. These specially curated executive gifts are a must for
all the big cheeses on your list or just those with big plans.

Moleskine Smart Writing Set Ellipse - Ruled Paper
Watch your ideas travel off the page and evolve on screen with this premium writing tool. The Moleskine Paper Tablet, Pen+
Ellipse smart pen and free companion app seamlessly transfer your handwritten notes from page to device in real time. Never
lose a note or idea thanks to this digital and searchable archive that stores all of your notebooks in one place. Enjoy the benefits
of editing, organizing and sharing your pages instantly, whether from home or on the go. Acid-free Paper; 5L 8.25H .625W
100091-001 Black • 100091-612 Scarlet Red
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NEW

Moleskine Classic
Large Tool Belt

Moleskine Leather Ruled
Large Notebook

Transform your notebook and keep pages, pen and even your
mobile device close at hand. You'll be ready to jot down ideas,
plan events and increase productivity while on the move.
Designed to fit any large hard cover Moleskine notebook or
planner. Inspired by carpenters and architects who attach tools
to their waists, the Tool Belt is a neat add-on to upgrade your
notebook and keep all your note-taking essentials right where
you need them! Vegan Leather; 3.62L 8.25H .25W

Premium Italian leather and fine craftsmanship combine in the
Moleskine Leather Notebook. Each notebook is a simply elegant
space to record thoughts, ideas and inspiration. With 176 ivory
ruled pages, rounded corners, bookmark, classic elastic strap
closure and placed in a sophisticated gift box, it’s a gift that is
sure to impress. Acid-free Paper & Leather; 5L 8.25H 0.625W
100393-001 Black • 100393-423 Forget Me Not Blue
100393-607 Bordeaux Red

100405-001 Black

NEW

Moleskine Classic
X-Large Tool Belt
Inspired by carpenters, architects and street artists who
attach tools to their waists, the X-Large Tool Belt is a neat
upgrade to your Moleskine notebook, allowing you to keep
pages, pen and even your mobile device close at hand
wherever you go. Designed to fit any extra large hardcover
Moleskine notebook. Vegan Leather; 4.87L 9.75H .5W

Moleskine Hard Cover Ruled XL
Professional Project Planner
Inspiration, planning and logging all come together in the
professional project planner. With sections for each, you
can map your tasks and reach any goal! The lack of dates
means that you can start this planner whenever suits you
during the year – simply customize the clearly
marked sections for yearly, 4-monthly, monthly and
weekly plans. Acid-free Paper; 7.48L 9.84H .94W

100610-001 Black
100473-001 Black
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NEW

Moleskine Go Shopper,
Savor & Take Note Tote

Elegant Gourmet Sweet
& Savory Tower

Fill your pages and feed your cravings with this sleek, professional gift set.
This set includes the Moleskine Go Shopper, Moleskine Hard Cover Ruled
Medium Notebook and award-winning dark chocolate almond toffee, berry nut
mix and salted caramel almond cookies. It’s all thoughtfully packaged inside a
cotton drawstring bag within the tote. The tote itself is made from wood pulp and
designed to be written on. Main Body: 100% Wood Pulp, Handles: 70% Polyester,
30% Cotton, Notebook: Acid-free Paper; 14.5L 15.75H 0.25W

For salt lovers and sweet-toothers alike, this 13" gift
tower includes premium favorites like fancy cashews,
berry nut mix, white frosted pretzels, almond cookies, dark
chocolate covered almonds, chocolate hazelnut filled cookies,
white frosted sandwich cookies and assorted truffles.
Kosher; 1.58 lbs.
88074 Black & White Stripe

100584-001 Black • 100584-100 White
100584-028 Slate Grey • 100584-413 Navy Blue

NEW
NEW

Igloo® Maddox Deluxe Cooler
This cooler packs a real punch with a full 24-can capacity
in a sleek and compact package. With two zippered openings
for easy access, it comes complete with a carabiner bottle
opener for on-the-go convenience. 420D Diamond Weave
Polyester; 12L 10.5H 8W
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Igloo Maddox Backpack Cooler
®

Incredibly roomy but easy to carry, this cooler combines a
full 48 can capacity with padded, adjustable shoulder straps
for both comfort and convenience. Smart details include dual
compartment storage, zippered opening for quick access and
a handy, built-in carabineer bottle opener. Cleans up in a snap
with a coated, wipeable base. 48 can capacity; 420D Diamond
Weave Polyester; 12L 17.25H 6.25W

100401-001 Black

100403-001 Black

Igloo® is a registered trademark of Igloo Products Corp.

Igloo® is a registered trademark of Igloo Products Corp.
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Samsonite Executive
Computer Backpack

Samsonite Executive
Zippered Pouch

A stylish solution for the urban executive, this is just
the right bag to keep you organized and looking sharp,
no matter where the day takes you. 600D Poly Twill
& Genuine Leather; 11.5L 17.25H 6.5W

For the modern executive who wants style, form and
function on the fly, this zippered, fully lined pouch
is perfect for everyday essentials. 600D Poly Twill
& Genuine Leather; 9L 6H 2W

100012-001 Black

100175-001 Black

Samsonite Executive
Computer Tote

Samsonite Mobile Solution
Convertible Computer Slim Brief

This contemporary tote looks sleek, works hard and
carries all your essentials in style. 600D Poly Twill
& Genuine Leather; 18L 13H 4.5W

A sleek solution for the modern lifestyle, providing 3-in-1
portability; use it crossbody, handheld or over the shoulder.
The SmartSleeve™ fits over upright luggage handles for easy
transport. Nylon & Vinyl; 15L 11.5H 2.25W

100010-001 Black
100452-001 Black
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Truman Wireless Charging
Desk Organizer
Keep your desk clutter-free and your devices ready to go.
Wirelessly charge your devices and stow daily necessities
all in one place. Plastic & Durable Anti-Bacterial
Polyurethane Leather; 11.6L 3.6H 4.3W
100254-001 Black

Exos Bluetooth ® Headphones
Tune out unwanted background noise while taking a phone call
or streaming your favorite music. Passive noise cancellation
eliminates unwanted noise and elevates sound quality. Stream
music from any Bluetooth® device and take a call mid-playlist.
ABS Plastic & Polyurethane Earcups; 7.5L 7.5H 3.25W
100245-001 Black
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Odyssey Bluetooth ® Headphones
Perfect for virtual meetings wherever you are,
these compact headphones will soon be your favorite.
Passive noise cancellation reduces unwanted background
noise without sacrificing sound quality. ABS Plastic;
Polyurethane Earcups; 7L 7.25H 2.75W
100252-001 Black

Astra 3D Active Noise
Cancellation Bluetooth®
Headphones
Stream music from your smartphone, tablet or any Bluetooth
enabled device – or take a call mid-playlist! The Virtual 3D
surround-sound technology creates an immersive soundscape
for movies, games, and music, helping you get away from it
all wherever you are. Active Noise Cancellation eliminates
unwanted noise without sacrificing sound quality.
ABS Plastic & Aluminum; 7.5L 7H 3.5W
100237-001 Black

Anker™ PowerCore
Fusion 5000mAh

Anker™ PowerPort
Atom 3 60W Wall Charger

In the wall or on the move, this 2-in-1 charger features a
hybrid high-capacity portable battery and dual-port wall
charger with foldable plug in one sleek package. Dual voltage
(100-240 VAC 50-60 Hz) allows the Fusion 5000 to be used
when traveling internationally. ABS Plastic; 2.8L 2.75H 1.2W

One for all and all for one, this compact high-speed wall
charger has both USB-C and USB-A outputs enabling it to
charge most laptops and smartphones. 15% smaller than an out
of the box MacBook charger with all the power—and double
the ports. ABS Plastic; 2.7L 2.6H 1.2W

100413-001 Black

100448-100 White
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Smart Value Gifts
Have a big list? These budget friendly gifts are sure to make their holidays merry and bright.
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Holiday Gifts // Smart Value Gifts

NEW

Soapbox® Healthy Hands Gift Set
Gently cleanse, refresh and soothe your hard-working hands with
these thoughtfully crafted, naturally derived products. Soapbox liquid
soaps are vegan, paraben free, cruelty free, EDTA free, silicone free
and made without artificial colors. Comes complete with a reusable
natural cotton pouch. A beautiful way to stay healthy and pamper
yourself! 8 Oz. Cotton; 8.25L 5.5H; Sold in US only
Natural Pouch:
100629-S01 with Citrus & Peach Rose
100629-S02 with Coconut Milk & Sandalwood
100629-S03 with Sea Minerals & Blue Iris
100629-S04 with Meyer Lemon & Tea Leaves

Black Pouch:
100629-S08 with Citrus & Peach Rose
100629-S09 with Coconut Milk & Sandalwood
100629-S10 with Sea Minerals & Blue Iris
100629-S11 with Meyer Lemon & Tea Leaves

Navy Pouch:
100629-S12 with Citrus & Peach Rose
100629-S13 with Coconut Milk & Sandalwood
100629-S14 with Sea Minerals & Blue Iris
100629-S15 with Meyer Lemon & Tea Leaves

Deep Forest Green Pouch:
100629-S16 with Citrus & Peach Rose
100629-S17 with Coconut Milk & Sandalwood
100629-S18 with Sea Minerals & Blue Iris
100629-S19 with Meyer Lemon & Tea Leaves

For every product sold, Soapbox® gives back by donating bar soaps and contributing to health and hygiene initiatives in communities, both
domestically and abroad. To date, Soapbox has donated over 7 million bars of soap. Consumers can track their impact with a Hope Code®,
found on all Soapbox product packaging. For more information visit www.soapboxsoaps.com.

2020 TREND

Social Impact
BOLDLY CHAMPIONING
POSITIVE CHANGE
FOR ALL

Avery Cotton Zippered
3 Piece Pouch Set
Perfect for organizing your items while on the go featuring
3 cotton pouch sizes, top zippered closures for securing contents
and coated canvas zipper pulls. D-ring tabs keep them connected
with a ball chain attachment. Customizable decorative tag adds
a creative way to brand your bag. 8 oz. Cotton Canvas;
Small: 4L 5.25H, Medium: 6.5L 8.25H, Large: 9L 11.25H
6836 Black & Natural

NEW

Fuse Hydration Sling Bag
Stay hydrated whether you're hiking, exploring or simply walking
city sidewalks. This insulated fitness sling bag accommodates
a variety of hydration bottles with an adjustable toggle to keep
drinks secure. You’ll appreciate the zippered compartment
that’s just right for storing phones, keys and credit cards too!
750D Polyester & Neoprene; 5L 11H 2W
100339-001 Black
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RuMe® Baggie All
Staying organized has never been easier! Keep small items safe
wherever the day takes you. 190T Polyester; 8.5L 7.5H
100014-001 Black
100014-002 Herringbone
100014-014 Ankara

100014-026 Cool Grey
100014-080 Heather Grey
100014-081 Marble
100014-090 Rockport Granite

100014-341 Spring Greenwich
100014-412 Navy
100014-465 Aspen
100014-466 Rockport Harbor

100014-622 Crimson
100014-641 Gala

NEW

NEW

Side Kick Charging Cable

Triad 3 in 1 USB-C Charging Cable

Finally, the charging cable you’ve been waiting for!
Provides a fast charge and syncs iOS devices in a snap with
one durable, heavy-gauge woven fabric cable.
The best part? An innovative charging tip doubles as a stand
so you can view your device while it’s charging. Woven Nylon
Fabric Cable, Aluminum Lightning & USB-A Jacks,
EVA Molded Case; 39L .75H .18W

Keep devices fully charged and let your logo shine with
the 3-in-1 Light Up Logo Cable! Features a USB type C tip,
Micro USB tip and compatible adapter for Apple iOS devices.
Just laser your logo to reveal the LED light-up function.
Plastic & Electroplated ABS Plastic; 1.38L 1.38H 0.38W

100568-001 Black • 100568-031 Medium Grey
100568-436 Royal Blue
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100567-001 Black

2020 TREND

In.Habitate
PIONEERING NEW WAYS
IN WHICH WE WORK, LIVE
AND PLAY

NEW

Miller Backpack

Mobile Office Pencil Case

Designed to go the distance, this no-nonsense classic is the
go-to backpack for any student, traveler or commuter. Packed
with practical details like dual mesh water bottle pockets and
a front webbing loop to attach a carabiner or accessories.
Padded, adjustable shoulder straps make it easy to carry and
easy to love. 600D Polyester; 11.5L 17H 6.25W

Keep the essentials at hand with this on-the-go organizer.
Whether your workspace is stationary or on the move, you’ll be
equipped with whatever you need to get the job done.
600D Polyester & Matte Polyester; 8.5L 6.5H 2W
100063-001 Black

100518-001 Black • 100518-031 Medium Grey
100518-410 Navy

Moleskine Volant
Ruled Large Journal
Make everyday a little lighter with this undeniable favorite.
Slim, soft cover journal is ideal for daily use.
Acid-Free Paper; 5L 8.25H .25W
40067 Black • 41067 Slate Grey • 42067 White
43067 Navy Blue • 44067 Geranium Red
49067 Forget Me Not Blue • 49068 Pine Green

Moleskine Cahier
Ruled Large Journal
Carry it anywhere. The perfect lightweight journal for
everyday use! Visible stitching gives this journal
added style. Acid-free Paper; 5L 8.25H .1875W
40065 Black • 40165 Brisk Blue • 41065 Pebble Grey
42065 Kraft • 43065 Cranberry Red • 44065 Navy Blue
48065 Myrtle Green
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Party Time Stainless
Tumbler - 17 oz.

Celeste Ceramic
Tumbler - 13.5 oz.

Perfect for home and outdoor activities, this stainless-steel
tumbler works hard, plays hard and is completely dishwasher
safe. Holds 17 oz. of your favorite beverage for a generous
pour. Stainless Steel; 3.75L 4.75H 3.75W

Caffeinate in style with this polished, ceramic tumbler.
The easy open and close lid makes it ideal for sipping
on-the-go. Ceramic & Plastic; 3.25L 6.25H 3.25W
100133-083 Grey Marble • 100133-464 Blue Watermark

60260 Stainless Steel • 60261 Red

2020 TREND

TecHuman
THE SYMBIOTIC
BLEND OF TECHNOLOGY
+ HUMANITY

Lunar Box Cooler

Corey Convertible Lunch Cooler

Compact, convenient and designed for cool, this bag
looks great no matter where you go. Side mesh pocket
and a shoulder strap make it easy to carry and easy
to love. 7 can capacity; 210D Polyester; 9L 7H 6W

Dash out the door and still keep your cool with the
multi-carry functionality of this smart lunch cooler.
Wear it your way—over the shoulder or grab it by the handles,
it’s just the right size to take wherever you go.
9 can capacity; 210D Polyester; 14L 10H 4W

100328-001 Black • 100328-100 White
100121-051 Glacier Grey • 100121-430 Royal Blue
100121-610 Red
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Delicious Deals

NEW

Black Tie Dark Chocolate Gift Box
Everyone loves a little box of goodness and this one is sure to please. This elegant gift box
leaves a lasting impression and features a delectable duo of dark chocolate covered almonds
and dark chocolate toffee. Gift Box; 6L 2.75H 4W; Food Net Weight 5.1 oz.
100597-111 Black & White Stripes

Sweet Thanks
Delicious gourmet snacks are packed inside our popular Avery Cotton Pouch for a gift that is
sure to delight. Includes berry nut mix and almond butter toffee. Kosher; Food Net Weight 4.4 oz.
100379-001 Black • 100379-101 Natural • 100379-103 Natural & Iridescent
100379-303 Deep Forest Green • 100379-340 Camo Classic • 100379-410 Navy Blue
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Festive Favorites
Get into the festive spirit with these mouth-watering gourmet gifts.
Delicious, handcrafted goodies that are stunningly packaged
to make a big impression for the holidays.
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NEW

The Nor’Easter Aviana™ Peak Holiday Gift Set
Let it snow! Nothing’s more delightful than curling up with a steaming mug of hot cocoa. We’ve taken it to the next level with this
gourmet holiday gift set packaged in an eco-friendly kraft box with Happy Holidays greeting. Includes our popular Aviana Peak
Double Wall Stainless Pint, hot cocoa, white frosted pretzels and cocoa cakes.
Stainless Steel; 8.5L 3.5H 7W; Food Net Weight 8.2 oz.
100357-006 Matte Black • 100357-105 White Opaque Gloss • 100357-415 Matte Navy

NEW

NEW

Sparkling Dark
Chocolate Gift Box

Mad For Plaid Treats Tote

Put a sparkle in their eye with this glimmering box
of goodness! A dark chocolate lovers dream, this white and
gold box opens to reveal almonds and toffee, each covered in
delicious dark chocolate. Gold & Cream Gift Box; Kosher;
6.5L 2.5H 3.3W; Food Net Weight 5.1 oz.

We love this charming felt tote, packed with an array
of holiday favorites! Includes white chocolate frosted pretzels,
chocolate hazelnut filled cookies and dark chocolate toffee.
Felt; Kosher; 7.5L 12H; Food Net Weight 8.65 oz.
100592-643 Red, Black & Charcoal Plaid

100587-750 Sparkling White & Gold
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NEW

Sweet Snacks Tower
of Individually Wrapped
Treats - 16 pc
There’s something for everyone in this classic 9.75" tower of
treats! Features 16 individually wrapped goodies including
chocolate truff les, almond toffee, sea salt caramels and
brownie and oatmeal cranberry soft baked cookies.
4 Tier Gift Tower; 6.5L 9.75H 4W; Food Net Weight 12.4 oz.
100698-116 Navy, White & Gold

NEW

Gourmet Tower of Individually
Wrapped Treats - 24 pc
Shine bright like a diamond with this delicious assortment of
goodies beautifully packaged in a white and silver 11" tower.
Classic favorites include dark chocolate almond toffee, milk
and dark chocolate almond toffee, milk chocolate truff les, sea
salt caramels and brownie and cranberry oatmeal cookies.
6 Tier Gift Tower; 6L 11H 4.5W; Food Net Weight 1.25lb.
100695-115 Silver Diamond Pattern
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NEW

Party Tower of Individually
Wrapped Treats - 36 pc
Send sweet holiday wishes with this 13" gift tower. Elegantly
wrapped with a black satin ribbon, there’s something for
everyone in these towering boxes of individually wrapped
treats. Includes white frosted covered sandwich cookies,
salted caramel almond cookies, dark and milk chocolate
almond toffee, milk chocolate truff les, sea salt caramels,
brownie cookies and cranberry oatmeal cookies. 6 Tier Gift
Tower; 7.25L 13H 5.6W; Food Net Weight 1.72 lbs.
100696-111 Black & White Stripes

NEW

Ultimate Gourmet Tower
of Individually Wrapped
Treats - 48 pc
Make a stunning entrance and leave a lasting impression
with this 19" tower of gourmet favorites! This generous
assortment includes chocolate almond toffee, assorted
truff les, white frosted sandwich cookies, sea salt caramels
and 18 delicious soft baked cookies. 9 Tier Gift Tower;
7.5L 19H 6W; Food Net Weight 2.24 lbs.
100697-115 Silver Diamond Pattern
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Festive Holidays Sweets Tower
Send sweet holiday wishes with our classic 9.75" tower, chock-full of seasonal goodies. Includes chocolate
truffles, almond cookies, dark chocolate covered almonds, white frosted pretzels, almond butter toffee and
shortbread cookies. 4 Tier Gift Tower; Kosher; 6.5L 9.75H 4W; Food Net Weight 1 lb.
88054 Silver & Red Plaid

Plaid Tidings Holidays Tower
’Tis the season to send a charming gift filled with treats for all. This 18" tower includes chocolate truffles, dark
chocolate covered almonds, white frosted and milk chocolate pretzels, yogurt covered raisins, fruit gems and
almond cookies. 4 Tier Gift Tower; Kosher; 6L 18H 5W; Food Net Weight 1.63 lbs.
88053 Red Buffalo Plaid
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’Tis the Season Holiday Tower
This sweet and festive holiday gift is the perfect treat
for everyone on your list. This 8.5" tower is filled with
chocolate truffles, almond cookies, dark chocolate covered
almonds and white frosted pretzels. 2 Tier Gift Tower;
Kosher; 5L 8.5H 3W; Food Net Weight 12.2 oz.
88052 Red Buffalo Plaid

Celebrate the Season Gourmet
Sweets & Treats Tower
Share the joy this season with a 13" tower that comes
bearing delicious gifts for everyone on your list.
We’ve included chocolate truff les, caramel popcorn,
almond cookies, peanut crunch, berry nut mix, dark
chocolate covered almonds, chocolate hazelnut filled
cookies and white frosted pretzels. 5 Tier Gift Tower;
Kosher; 9.6L 13H 7.4W; Food Net Weight 1.70 lbs.
88050 Red & Silver Pattern

The Gold Standard Gift Box
Amaze them with a variety of favorite treats in this
beautiful gift box. Features milk chocolate pretzels, white
frosted pretzels, dark chocolate covered almonds, berry
nut mix and almond butter toffee. Gift Box; Kosher;
12.75L 2.5H 5.4W; Food Net Weight 1.14 lbs.
100382-750 Sparkling White & Gold
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